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A TASTE OF UCF

Cookbook brings
together unique local
recipes with charity.

Knights hand Panthers 28 first-quarter points
en route to embarrasing 52-7 loss -sEESPORTS,As
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Council
grooms
future
leaders
JENNIFER ALVIRA
StaffWriter
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On Oct. 2, 30 freshman were
chosen out of140 applicants for
The Student Body President's
Advisory Council, the Student
Government Association's best
turnout yet, according to SGA
Leadership
Development
Coordinator Kara Carnley.
"We had the most applicants
ever, and we were really excited
to have had that much interest,"
Carnley said
SBPAC is a group of30 firstyear students who· meet directly with the SGA president to
discuss concerns and present
news ideas. Students are chosen to serve from the beginning
of October until the end of the
year and are able to participate
in activities assigned by the
SGA leadership development
program.
Students selected can come
from any major at UCF but
must maintain at least a 2.5
GPA, participate in a number of
SGA
sponsored
events
throughout the semester and
partake in training workshops
such as a resume and interview
seminar and Robert's Rules
Workshop.
When choosing SBPAC
members, Carnley said that
although previous leadership
experience in high school was a
great trait to have, it wasn't the
only area SGA looked into.
"We wanted a group of students with diverse experiences,
and could work really well
together," Carnley said "These
students will be the next leaders of the Student Government
Association."
Ashley Westfall, one of the
30 chosen SBPAC members,
said joining the team was a
better option than running for
senate.
"They· [SGA] teach you
PLEASE SEE
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PRESIDENT'S ON A?

ROBYN SIOERSKY I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTUR~

MS Ambassador Megan Williams, right, and her Alpha Delta Pi sister Beth Cooperman, left, lead a group of walkers from various Greek organizations at the MS Walk on Saturday.

Students participate in campus walk,
raise thousands for multiple sclerosis
ROBYN SIDERSKY
Contributing Writer

The Central Florida chapter
of the Natiorial Multiple Sclerosis Society brought the
Orlando community together
Saturday for its annual MS
WalkatUCF.
About 350 p~ople attended
and $30,000-$40,000 in funds
were raised.
"The UCF community really helps to make the event a

Saving the campus
one bottle at a time

(

When a student throws a
plastic bottle into a garbage
can, he might not stop to think
about whether she has negatively impacted the environment.
Although the action might
seem like a drop of water in an
ocean of environmental problems, those ·droplets add up.
The fliers handed out by
Eco-Advocates of Central Florida last week quoted Henry
David Thoreau, saying, ''What
good is a house if you haven't
got a tolerable planet to put it
onr'
From Oct. 9-13, Eco-Advotates fronted the annual Recycling and Sustainability Awareness Week on campus.
The group, formerly known
as Free the Planet!@UCF,
talked to students in front of
the Student Union throughout
the week, aiming to spread

nerve fibers conduct electrical
impulses. In MS, myelin is lost
in multiple areas, leaving scar
tissue called sclerosis."
The walk, held at UCF this
year for the fifth time, is the
only night walk in Central
Florida .
UCF provided entertainment with its belly-dancing
group Shimmy Knights, an a
cappella singing group, and
Rukus, a hip-hop dance group.
Local radio station 0-Rock

You want fries with_that?
UCF grad students organize Checkers Burger Bowl to be.held at 4 Fla. colleges
ALEX WALL

SUSIE ORR
Contributing Writer

success," said Doris Lill, events
manager of corporate development for the National MS Society.
According to the National
MS Foundation's Web site,
"Multiple Sclerosis is a disease
that affects the central nervous
system - the brain, spinal
cord and optic nerves. Surrounding and protecting the
nerve fibers of the central
nervous system is a fatty tissue
called myelin, which helps

"What good is a
house if you
haven't got a
tolerable planet
·to put it on?"
- HENRY DAVID THOREAU

awareness about - different
issues ·ooncerning UCF's sustainability.
'nJ.e term "sustainability"
refers to maintaining the usage
of resources, such as fossil fuels
and £ood, and sustaining a level
of waste so future generations
are not affected.
·
"It has to do with anything
related to the big three,"
said Leon Mcintyre, the
PLEASE SEE

ADVOCATES ON AS

105.9 and two of its hosts, Mel researched the disease and
and Bobby, also showed up to drawn many UCF students to
help kick off the walk.
the cause.
Greg Schuckman of Uni"When I was diagnosed I
versity Relations welcomed had the support of my friends,
the crowd to UCF, but also family and sorority sisters, and
made a serious point.
now, it's just very heartwarm"Most people think of race, ing to see all these people
ethnicity and gender, but dis- - come out to support the
ability is [a form of diversity] cause:' Williams said
as well," Schuckman said, refLast year, the Greek chalerencing the 2006 Diversity lenge was started to encourage
Week that begins today.
civic involvement. The organiMegan Williams, a senior zation that raises the most
hospitality management major money gets bragging rights.
who lives with the disease,
Alpha Delta Pi, Williams'
served as MS Ambassador for sorority, trumped its competithe event. Since being diagnosed in March 2005, she has
PLEASESEE MS ON A6

Contributing Writer

As the Golden Knights prepared to
square off on the football field
against the Pittsburgh Panthers
Friday, seven DeVos Sport
Business Management graduate
stu-

dents orchestrated a competition of another variety - a highenergy hamburger-eating contest sponsored by Checkers.
Students Timothy Ahn, Oscar Diaz, Danielle Kushney, Krista
Prestigiacomo, Sara Scheeren, Sevy Sucurovic and Jeffrey Wight
coordinated the Checkers Burger Bowl at the game as
part of a series of sports marketing projects for their
Strategic Sport and Entertainment Marketing class,
taught by William Sutton, Assistant Director of the
· DeVos Sports Business Management graduate
program.
Part of their curriculum includes working as paid
consultants in the marketing departments of companies such as Checkers, the Miami Dolphins, the Ladies
Professional Golf Association and the Women's National
Basketball Association.
The course is unique because it requires students to
think of themselves not as students, but as real-world consultants working in the sports marketing industry. Before
last-semester graduate students are released into the
market, they get in-field experience from this
course.
The revenue generated from these business
endeavors fund their annual class trip. Titls year,
the class traveled to Atlanta, did some sightseeing
and met with representatives from corporations
such as Coca-Cola, Atlantic Spirit and the Georgia
Tech Athletics Department.
For Friday's game, the students worked in conCOURTESY JEFFREY WIGHT

Contestants wash down their burgers during the Checkers Burger Bowl held at the Citrus Bowl on Friday.
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CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community

Keep current with headlines

you may have missed

U.S. presses China for tough action
against North Korea

nterview practice
Career Services & Experien:ial Lear'ning will host interview

WASHINGTON -The U.S.
on Sunday pressed China to
enforce the U.N. punishment
against North Korea and use
economic leverage to persuade
thecommunistallytorenounce
its nuclear weapons program
and rejoin international disarmament talks.
•
The chief U.S. diplomat
readied for talks in Asia, aware
of concerns that the Security
Council's resolution might
inflame tensions among countries already on edge from
North Korea's claimed nuclear
test Oct. 9.
Already, sharp divisions
have arisen over enforcing the
resolution, approved unanimously on Saturday. China,
which voted for the penalties, is
balking at cargo inspections to
prevent trafficking of cert~
banned weapons and technolo-

'ractice sessions today at the
'.::areer Resource Center, Build.ng 7F, Room 185 from 8 a.m. to
ip.m.
Students will have a chance
:o practice their interview skills
in preparation for interviews
for jobs or internships.
For more iiiformation, or to
;chedule an appointment, contact Annie Ware at (407) 8232361.

Tutor volunteering
Volunteer UCF is looking for
students to help tutor children
today, with a carpool meeting at
the Visual Arts Building at 3:15
p.m. and returning by 7:30 p.m.
The event will take place at
Family & Friends United, and
tutors will help children ages
12-17 in various academic subjects.
For more information, contact Meagan Johnson at
vucf_mentor@mail.ucf.edu.

COURTESY BRIAN FIEG

The cooks behind the creations in ATaste ofUCF, a fund raiser cookbook launched by the Florida State Employees' Charitable Campaign, held a cook-off Sept. 18 to showcase their dishes.

COOKING FOR A CAUSE

Reading with Pulitzer winner
The English department, the
Hispanic American Student
Association and other groups
will bring Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Mirta Ojita to
the UCF Arena today from 7 to
lOp.m.
Ojita, a Cuban native, teaches at Columbia University's
Graduate School of Journalism
and writes for The New York

Times.
For more information, contact Michael Mccaw at (407)
823-5417.

Fitness orientation
The Recreation and Wellness Center will be holding fitness orientations on Tuesday
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., with the
initial meeting in Room 204.
These fitness orientations
are scheduled 60-minute sessions designed to introduce students to the machines and facilities of the recreation center.
· For more information, or to
schedule an appointment, contact Stephanie Gaski at (407)
823-2408.

Coffee Hour
The International Services
Center will host Global Coffee
Hour on Tuesday from 4 to 5
p.m. in the Barbara Ymg Center.
Visitors will be able to take
part in informal discussions on
current events and international news while being served
refreshments in hopes of promoting global understanding.
For more information, contact Paul Schatz at (407) 8235491.

Lecture canceled
The lecture by Dr. A Carlos
Ruotolo scheduled to occur on
Tuesday has been postponed.
For more information, contact Jose Maunez at (407) 8236751.

LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to (407) 4474556 or an e-mail to ,,.
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday for the
Monday edition, 5 p.m. Monday
for the Wednesday edition, and
5 p.m. Wednesday for the Friday
edition.

·••

UCF cookbook sells 600 copies.so far;
all proceeds to benefit homeless

gy.

"I'm quite certain that China
is going to live: up to its responsibilities,'' said Secretary of
State Condoleezza Rice.
Washington's U.N. ambassador portrayed this month's detonation as a public humiliation
for China, which shares a long
border with North Korea and is
the North's chief ally and supplier Of crucial shipments of
food and energy aid. An air
sampling taken after the blast
detected radioactivity consistent with an atomic explosion,
Bush administration and congressional officials said Friday.
IfChina w~reto cut that support, John Bolton said, it ''would ·
be powerfully persuasive in
Pyongyang," the North's capital "They've not yet been willing to do it. I think that China
has a heavy responsibility
here."
Rice, who joined Bolton in
making the rounds of the Sunday talk shows in Washington,
· leaves Tuesday to consult with
Asian allies about the resolution. .
.
Sh~ said an embargo against
North Korea "is a very important tool that the international
community can use. But we'll
want to use it in a way that does
not enhance the possibility for
open conflict."

"Homelessness is certainly a
problem that affects the UCF
community," Brand said. "This
fundraiser is a great opportuni- ·
tant . for Administration and ty to get involved."
STACY TAYLOR
Contributing Writer
Finance who initiated the proj-:
, When planning for the project.
ect started in October of last
Attention UCF chefs: A new
All of the proceeds from the year, all students, staff and faccookbook has arrived on cam- cookbook benefit the Coalition ulty were invited to submit
pus for all of your culinary and for the Homeless of Central their recipes. The only requirephilanthropic needs.
Florida, a nonprofit organiza- ments for contributing to the
A Taste of UCF includes tion that provides basic neces- cookbook were that the recipes
over 250 homemade recipes sities for the homeless.
had to be completely original
submitted by UCF students,
"[The cookbook] is a great and turned in by deadline.
faculty and staff, along with project because it affects the
Linda Browning, a commutrivia and pictures about UCF whole community," said Coali- nications and publications
and the Central Florida com- tion President/CEO Brent coordinator for the Human
munity.
Trotter. "The proceeds from Resource Department, submit"It's not just recipes, it's a this campaign will help us help ted three recipes to A Taste of
COURTESY VICTOR DAVILA
taste of UCF," said Tiffanie people."
.
UCF. One of those recipes is
ATaste ofUCPs cover, designed by Victor
Brand, Cookbook Committee
Over 600 cookbooks have "Sweet and Sour Meatballs,''
member and coordinator for been sold so far, raising more which includes only three Davila of the UCF Library.
Administrative Services.
than $4,250 for the Coalition. ingredients: frozen meatballs, recipes and decorations."
A Taste ofUCF is a fundrais- The financial goal is set at grape jelly and chili sauce.
Only individuals who had
er for UCF's 2006 Florida State $10,000, or 1,500 books, by Oct.
President John Hitt and his . contributed recipes to A Taste
Employees' Charitable Cam- 27, which marks the end of the wife Martha also made a con- of UCF were allowed to compaign. The FSECC is spon- fundraiser.
tribution to A Taste of UCF. pete in the Cook-Off. Each dish
sored by the state. of Florida,
Cookbooks can be pur- Their recipe is titled "Black was prepared in advance and
and all state ·agencies, includ- chased for $8, $6 with a UCF Bean Chilaquile," which is a the judging was done by local
ing universities, participate.
student ID, at Millican Hall Mexican dish primarily made chefs. There were a total of
"The cookbook is a great Room 384. All proceeds from with tortilla chips, black beans, nine awards given out to con- Two Republican senators call for a
new strategy in Iraq
idea because it made the cam- the book sales will be designat- salsa and cheese.
testants along with door prizes.
WASHINGTON Two
paign more visible," said ed to the Coalition through the
Some of the recipe contribFor additional information leading Republican senators
Vanessa Fortier, recipe contrib- FSECC. There was no funding utors were allowed to show- about A Taste of UCF and its ·
called Sunday for a new strateutor and director ofUCF's Uni- put
toward
advertising case their dishes for prizes d\ir- fundraising
efforts
visit gy in Iraq, saying the situation is
versity Budget Office.
because printing costs were ing the Cookbook Cook-Off on http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-ad
getting worse and leaving the
A Taste of UCF marks the covered by UCF Business Ser- Sept. 18 in the Live Oak Room · mf'm/fsecc/cookbook.htm.
U.S. with few options.
· first FSECC fundraiser to ever vices; none of the money next to the Marketplace.
Included on the Web site
Sens. Chuck Hagel of
affect the university at large.
gained from the fundraise:r will
"[The Cook-off] was a really are updates on the cookbook's Nebraska and John Warner of
'We wanted to do a univer- be needed to pay for the book good turnout,'' said Richard fmancial progress, along with
Vrrginia are part of the growing •
sity-wide fundraiser and a itself.
Stallworth, one of the judges in links to both the FSECC and list of Republicans who are
cookbook was a great way to
''You're donating only a little the competition, recipe con- Coalition Web pages, where
get the whole campus bit of money and getting some- tributor and director of Busi- further information about the speaking out against President
inyolved," said Megan White, a thing awesome in return," ness Services. ·~ the contest- two organizations can be Bush's current plan for Iraq as
U.S. casualties rise.
UCF junior and student assis- White said.
ants did a great job with their found.
"The American people are
not going to continue to support, sustain a policy that puts
American troops in the middle
of a civil war,'' Hagel said on
CNN's Late Edition.
High:89°
Hagel said he agreed with
~Tuesday
TODAY IN DETAIL
Warner,
chairman of the Senate
Today: Intervals of clouds and sunLow:72°
~ PARTLY CLOUDY
Armed
Services Committee,
shine. Winds east at 10 to 20 mph.
who said after a recent visit to
Tonight: Cloudy skies early, followed
PARTLY CLOUDY
Iraq that Iraq was "drifting sideHigh: 86°
by partial clearing. Winds east-south- ·
ways." Warner has urged conHigh: 83° Low: 70° east at 5 to 10 mph.

LOCAL WEATHER

Today

Wednesday

SCATIERED T-STORMS Low: 71°
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DON'T LEAVE
YOUR CHAIR
DURING THE GAME.·
CALL DONATOS AND
WE'LL DELIVER!

l"Lf>lilJ)JI

People's Wireless
6728 Aloma Ave. •Winter Park 32792
Ph: (407) 679-9200
Fx: (407 679-9207
Hours: Mon - Sun 10am -8 pm

q? • ·l\1obile·

·-·-·-·,

FREE·!
I
THREE CHEESE
GARLIC
BREAD
With any large. pizza

•
i

EXPmEs 121131oa 015-633

L

NOTVALID WITH ANY COUPON,
SPECIAL OR HALF PRICE PIZZA DEAL.
Mentio coupon when ordering.

I•
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DONHTION
We are Loving Donation, anational egg donation agency that has client
families throughout the world seeking their egg donors through us.

Dean & University
3940 N. Dean Rd.

(407) 673-8888

Oviedo

1020 Lockwood Blvd.

purchased at regular price.

c
, ;
i·I
· .r_IJ
.i~tl,

UCF°'SmartCard
Accepted Here

'.
C..~IJIA,
~

(407) 365-1999

Waterford Lakes
( 407)
12240
Lake384-1221
Underhill Rd.

OPEN DAILY AT 11AM
WE DELIVER!
lll'!!IPI IMil ~

lliliiiol ~ lillMl!!I
- - Pre
-•..•nt.at-ti•m•e-of-pu-rch-as.e.--. ,..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _•

If you are willing to be one of the angels that help these women, you will
be the recipient of amost generous compensation for your time and
effort, but more importantly, the feeling that YOU have deeply affected
someone's life with your kind and selfless gesture. We are always seeking
healthy, responsible women ages 19-30, to assist our families with such a
precious gift. You must be a non-smoker, within 30 lbs of your ideal body
weight, and be willing to travel (all expenses paid!) if necessary.
Please call our national egg donor recruiting office and ask for Kristin.

Call (800) 563-0098 or www.LovingDonation.com.
J
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PLAYBOYIS LOOKING FOR UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL
.FLORIDA COEDS TO APPEAR IN THE MAGAZINE'S MAY
2007 ,"GIRLS OF THE CONFERENCE USA" PICTORIAL.
)
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AUDITIONS:
OCTOBER 23R & 24rn
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2006 PARTY COLLEGE RANKINGS
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CAB Cultural & Fine Ans • Samual Yates: Color of Palo Alto
• 2pm • vAa1oa

CAB Comedv • Tuesdav lnluht live Featurlna Jo Kov
• Bum • wackadoos

T1..1e
11:1...1 7

·/
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KORT • Roberts Rules of Order • 12:30-1:30 pm • Studem Union 2188
nvour studem oruanlzauon wants to learn auseful way to·
oraanlze Its meetings and how to applJ Robert's Rules of Order,
Please attend our first leadership workshop! RSVP is requested.
Go to http://www.ueuilvolveducf.com/kort Quesuons?
Contact kon_lc@mall.ucf.edu~
~---........._
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\ WAS A STUDENT AT SAN DIEGO
STATE UNWERSllY WHEN
l APPEARED \N PLAYBOY"""'."ll
HAS BEEN ONE OF THE BEST
EXPERIENCES OF MY LIFE!
·
-Alison Waite
Playmate &Cover Girl, May 2006
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What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Marquette one of first schools to
use iPod for campus tours ·
MILWAUKEE - Marquette
University is among the first
schools in the nation to offer a
video tour of its campus
through iPods. Others have
already offered classes and lectures and even audio tours by
the portable video and audio
players.
"Really, it's just kind of a confluence of everyone has this so
let's provide them the material
in a way they are used to
accessing it," said Jeff Lochowicz, senior assistant dean for
undergraduate admissions at
the Roman Catholic school in
downtown Milwaukee.
Students can download the
16-minute tour from the
school's Web site. If they are on
campus and a tour guide is not
available, they can be assigned
an iPod featuring the podcast.
David Hawkins, director of
public policy for the National
Association for College Admis- ·
sion Counseling, said many
schools have virtual tours on
their Web sites, but he has not
heard of any others offering
video tours by iPod

Colleges working to erase negative
stigma of online degrees
FORT WAYNE, Ind - Indiana colleges and universities
are working to erase the correspondence-course image of
online programs, which th,ey
hope can help increase their
enrollment while giving nontraditional students a chance at
a degree.
In Indiana, about 104,000
students enrolled in distancelearning classes during the
2003-2004 school year, according to the Indiana Higher Education Telecommunications
System. Nearly 90,000 of the
enrollments were for online
courses, a 57 percent increase
from the previous year.
George Gollin, a professor at
the University of Illinois who
. h~ studied distance learning,
said many online programs are
reputable. But he cautioned that
. some "diploma mills" have
· sophisticated Web sites and
. may seem like real universities,
but lack college-level work and
accreditation. He said students
should check with the Council
for Higher Education Accreditation to see if their program is
accredited
·

College spends $324,000 on
international travel in five years
PHOENIX - In the past five
years, Mesa Community College has spent $324,000 on trips
to foreign countries. in an effort
to expand the school's international presence.
An examination by The Arizona Republic of college fman~ial records shows the trips
mcluded stays at $250-a-night
hotels, ·elaborate meals and
sightseeing excursions in cities
such a,s Amsterdam, Netherlands; London; Dublin, Ireland;
and Hong Kong on paid workdays.
Critics said international
programs are a waste of money
and distort ~e traditional mission of a community college 't o
· serve as a transition for high
school students to four-year
uriiversities and provide continuing education.
·
Mesa President Larry Christiansen said the trips are essential in cementing relationships
with foreign schools and could
lead to deals for the college.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

or your money back·~
•

YAHYA AHMED I ASSOCIATED PRESS

U.S. troops inspect the scene of a car bombing in Kirkuk, 290 kilometers (180 miles) north
of Baghdad, Iraq, Sunday. Astring of bombings killed at least 10 people here on Sunday.

Shalit is released."
An official who attended
the
meeting spoke on condisideration of a change of .
tion
of anonymity because he
course if the Iraq government
was
not
authorized to discuss
fails to restore order over the
the
matter
with reporters.
next two or three months.
Saeb
Erekat,
a Palestinian
Warner said Sunday he
lawmaker
who
is close to
stands by that assessment,
Abbas,
said
preparations
and even in the week since his
trip to Iraq there has been an remain on track.
"exponential increase in the
killings and the savagery Iraqi government postpones .
conference as violence spikes
that's going on over .there."
BAGHDAD, Iraq - At
''You can see some moveleast
83 people were killed
ment forward, but a lot of
during
a two-day spree of secmovement back," Warner
tarian
revenge killings, as
said on Face the Nation on
CBS. ''We have to rethink all Iraq's government said Sunthe options, except any day it ~s indefmitely postoption which says we precip- poning a much-anticipated
itously pull out, which would national reconciliation conlet.that country fall into acer- ference.
Separately, the U.S. militain civil war at that time; and
all of the neighboring coun- tary reported the deaths of a
Marine and four soldiers.
tries would be destabilized."
A brief statement from the
Bush told reporters last
week that he invites a change Ministry of State for National
in strategy if the plan isn't Dialogue said only that the
working. But he also said the Iraqi political powers conferU.S. will not leave until the ence planned for Saturday
had been put off because of
job is done.
Hagel said it is time to unspecified "emergency reachange course, but "our sons out of the control of the
ministry."
options are limited"
The failure to bring Iraq's
"We need to find a new
strategy, a way out of Iraq, divided politicians together
because the entire Middle appeared likely to hurt Prime
East is more combustible Minister Nouri al-Maliki's
than it's been probably since attempts to strengthen politi1948, and more dangerous," cal consensus, underscoring
Hagel said '~d we're in the the effect worsening violence
is having on efforts to stabimiddle ofit."
lize the U.S.-backed ·government and curb the bloodshed
Israel: Summit with Palestinian
An Iraqi militant group
held up by prisoner dispute
that
includes al-Qaida in Iraq
JERUSALEM Prime
announced
Sunday in a video
Minister Ehud Olmert on
that
it
has
established an
Sunday said a planned summit with Mahmoud Abbas ~sl~c Irag.i state, comprishas been put on hold because mg six provmces - including
of the Palestinian president's Baghdad - that are largely
insistence that Israel release Sunni and parts of two central
large numbers of Palestinian provinces that are predomiprisoners - the latest setback nately Shiite.
That statement came from
for U.S.-led efforts to restart
the
Mujahedeen Shura C01.inpeace talks.
cil
an umbrella organizaAbbas
has
denied
demanding a prisoner release tion of insurgent groups in
as a condition for a summit. Iraq that have been trying to
Israel insists that before it drive out U.S. forces and top· frees any of the estimated ple Iraq's fragile government.
''We. bring you good news
8,000 Palestinians it is holdof
the founding and the foring, a soldier captured in June
by Hamas-linked militants in mation of the Islamic Iraqi
a cross-border raid must be State ... to protect our people,"
said a man identified in the
returned.
Olmert announced late . video as the group's
spokesman.
~ast month that he soon
The man in the eighthoped to hold a meeting with
minute
video, which was
Abbas, but the preparations
posted
on
a Web site combogged down over the prisoners. The two have met only monly used by insurgents,
once since Olmert took office wore a traditional Arab robe
in March, an informal chat in and had his face blOcked out.
.Weekend revenge killings
Jordan.
among
Shiites and Sunnis left
''We offered to meet with
at
least
63 people dead in a
· Abu Mazen, but apparently
he .is· not interested," Olmert city north of Baghdad Eleven
was quoted as telling a Sun- people died Sunday in a series
day meeting of lawmakers of apparently coordinated
from his Kadima party. Abbas bombings on a girls school
is also known as Abu Mazen. and other targets in the north. "He is conditioning a erµ city of Kirkuk, where
meeting on the release of Kurds and Arabs are in a
prisoners and we will not tense struggle for control of
release any prisoners until the oil-rich city.
[captured soldier] Gilad
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GMAT

GRE
DAT
OAT
PSAT
SAT

LSAT: Classes Starting 11/11/06 & 1/3/07
. GRE:Classes Starting 11 /14/06, 1/17/07 & 2/1 /07
GMAT: Classses Starting 11/6/06 & 12/5/06
MCAT: Classes Starting 1/13/07 & 1/20/07
DAT I OAT: Classes Starting 10/21/06 & 3/24/07

Application deadline: December 4, 2006

For more information or to apply on-line; visit our
website, www.us.emb·japan.go.jp. To speak with
a JET representative, call (305) 530-9090 or come to
our cam.pus info sessi~n on Thursday, October 19.
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1-880-KAP-TEST
kaptest ..com

"If you have built castles
in the air, your work need
not be lost; that is where
they s~ould be. Now put
foundations under them. "
Henry David Thoreau
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Come visit us, and we will help you create those foundations.

407.823.2197

www.uwc.ucf.edu
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JET offers: year-long paid positions, roundtrip air
transportation to Japan, health insurance, training
and morel ·
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World Leader in Test Prep
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• Teach English to Japanese youth in the public schools
• Work in local government offices
• Experience Japanese culture
• .· Gain international experience
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Attend all required classes or make-up sessions, complete an scheduled tests. and do
yoor homework. If your score doesn't improve on test day ftom your Kaplan diagnostic
or a prior official test score, you, c.an chOose to repeat ovr program for free or get a
full refund ot your t uition:" tt•s that slmple~
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DClfBiologicals
Find ~ut how thousands of students
save lives and earn cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to
manufacture · unique medicines for
people with various illnesses.

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite SOD
www .dciplasma.com
321·235·9100
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Parents underestimate
cost of sending kids to
college, study rePQrts
"

EILEEN ALT POWELL

"Parents do seem
to understand the
high cost of
college, but
they're not doing
anything about
•t
I •"

Associated Press

J

.\

)

a

A lot of American parents
seem to think they don't have
to worry about saving for their
children's college educations
because the ki?s will get
through on scholarships and
grants.
Think again, says a study
being released today by
AllianceBernstein
Investments Inc., an asset management firm based in New York.
The study looked at the col- JENNIFER DELONG
lege saving habits and goals of
.DIRECTOR OF COLLEGE SAVING
parents with children under 18
FOR ALLIANCEBERNSTEIN
and compared them with what
college financial aid administrators have to say about col- university, accc;>rding to the
lege funding.
most recent data from the ColThe study found that 87 lege Board; a nonprofit associpercent of parents believe ation based in Washington,
scholarships and grants will . D.C. It would fall far short of
cover at least part of theircliil- the $29,026 College Board estidren's undergraduate expens- mate for one year at a private
es, and nearly three-quarters institution.
Jennifer DeLong, director
think their children are "special or unique" enough to win of college savings plans for
a scholarship.
AllianceBernstein, said that
Financial aid administra- instead of saving, parents are
tors said 92 percent of parents taking on debt to fund their
overestimate the amount of children's educations. And
scholarship money their chil- they're also expecting the children will receive.
dren to take on debt, which
Meanwhile, parents are not can make it harder for the
saving much on their own for young people to get on their
their kids' educations, the feet financially after graduastudy found
tion.
•
"Parents with children ages
"Parents do seem to under14 to 17 plan to have an average stand the high cost of college,
of $12,000 saved when their but they're not doing anything
child reaches college age," the about it," DeLong said.
study found.
"They're not considering colThat would just cover the lege saving as part of their
cost of one year's schooling at overall financial plan, they're
a four-year public college or not talking to financial advis-

ers."
They're also not looking at
opening savings accounts that
can help parents accumulate
money for college, including
Section 529 plans. Funds
invested in these state-sponsored plans, which are named
for a section of the IRS code,
grow tax-deferred, and withdrawals are tax-free when used
for education.
AllianceBernstein is the
program manager for Rhode
Island-sponsored 529 plan.
James A Boyle, president of
College Parents of America, a
parental support network
headquartered in Arlington,
Va, said that many parents are
unrealistic about scholarship
and grants..
"I find that parents are usually one end of the spectrum or
another - either they wrongly
assume their child is so special
that they're going to get scholarship offers or they wrongly
assume they make too much
money to get scholarship
offers," he said "The answer is
usually
somewhere
in
between."
He added that "there are
only three ways to pay for college •- before, during and
after." Those who save in
advance are much less likely to
have to reduce their lifestyles
to cover expenses while a
child is in school or to go into
debt.
The AllianceBernstein survey of 1,358 parents was conducted by Mathew Greenwald
& Associates Inc. and had a
margin of error of plus or
minus 2.6 percentage points.

Advocates seek to reform
UCF recycling program
•,)

issues related to the conserva- explained that many of the
tion of the planet and sustain- members were busy due to
midterms, and there was a lack
co-president of Eco-Advocates. ability at UCF.
During this week, they have of manpower.
By the big three, he means
But its showing of the film
the three Rs of the environ- ·focused on improving the
ment: recycle, reuse and recycling program on campus, The Future of Food at Natura
as well as the need for reduc- Coffee & Tea last Monday had
reduce.
a large turnout.
Eco-Advocates
believes ing energy supply usage.
The film explained geneti·~t some point, we are
that UCF does not have a recy-·
cling program that completely going to have to start conserv- cally engineered foods and
ing our resources," said Jasen their production, and the
supports sustainability.
"Recycling bins should be Smith, a member of Eco-Advo- "industrialization of agriculso easy to find that anyone can cates. "If not, we're essentially ture." It also discussed the history of pesticides and their
do it," Mcintyre said. You killing the planet."
Smith said students can impact on society.
should be able to stand at one
The film debated whether
bin, then turn and see another conserve energy by doing simone in the distance.
· ple things, such as using com- or not genetically enhanced
foods are negatively impacting
The Physical Plant is pact fluorescent light bulbs.
Eco-Advocates members the sustainability of our food
responsible for the recycling
are also fighting for campus- sources.
bins on campus.
Overall,
Eco-Advocates
Although no direct action wide energy-reduction poliwas taken on the recycling cies. One issue they discussed members felt the week was a
plan this week, Eco-Advocate was if it is necessary to leave good experience, but it could
officers are talking weekly building lights on on campus be better next year with more
promotion.
with Physical Plant staff to during the night.
Several speakers were
"I think it went well;
improve the availability and
efficiency of recycling on cam- arranged to discuss issues although, we had some setrelated to energy conservation backs," member Halley Procpus.
.
The primary focus of Eco- and sustainability; however, tor said. "We recruited some
Advocates is to promote the plans fell through due to new members and helped
understanding of different scheduling conflicts. Mcintyre . progress our cause."
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BEAUTY SPA
· The Ultimate Salon Experience
1016 Lockwood Street• Suite 130
Oviedo Spa• (407) 359-7006
Hair• (407) 359-1155

"The Biggest Salon in Town!"
Only 5 mins. from UCF

·························-···············-------------------------------
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$5.00 OFF

25% OFF

Any Haircut

Highlights

Permanent Make-up

Not valid with any other offers
Offer expires 10/30/06

Not valid with any other offers
Offer expires 10/30/06

Not valid with any other offers
Offer expires I0/30/06

$10.00 0FF

FREE Manicure

$15.00 OFF

Full Set of Nails

with any spa, Pedicure

Any 1 Hour Massage

Not valid with any other offers
Offer expires 10/30/06

Not valid with any other offers
Offer expires 10/30/06

Not valid with any other offers
Offer expires 10130106

-------------------------·-··-·------------------···································
"Beauty Professionals that bring beauty into your life."
STYLI TS NEEDED
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MS walk draws student groups
FROM
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·Hookahs
• Fine Cigars
• Smoking Accessories
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tors by raising $3,450. Beta
Theta Pi turned out with 30
members· and raised about
$3,000 for second place.
Registered walkers were
asked to collect $25. Students
used various methods to raise
money for the walk, including
UCF Idol, hosted by Beta
Theta Pi, two weeks ago. The
event raised $1,200.
"We're community servicebased and our philanthropy is
with the MS Society," said junior business administration
major Garrett Hyer, of Beta
Theta Pi
The Burnett Honors College sponsored the walk and
helped to supply student volunteers.
"I got involved through
Honors Congress just because
I've always volunteered,'' said
Kayla Lyons, volunteer coordinator. "I don't think you need
to know somebody with a specific disease to be involved
with a charity or organization."
The Honors College team
consisted of 20 members, and
raised more than $2,000 for the
walk.
"I think [the walk ·is] a really good way to get students
involved and get the community involved with campus,'' said

~

• Unique Gifts
•Incense
• Body Jewelry

I

Over 40,000 Movies, Largest Video Rentals & Sales

..-:

· p~

:~ .,.

ride& 7~ Outlet

'1n{es You 'Wliere Tou 'Want '10 90

~@]1

Bill~~
* Over 40,000 Magazines,
Books &DVDs
* Over 35,000 Adult Toys &Lingerie
* Bachelor and Bachelorette Gifts

www.PremierA ult.com

ROBYN SIDERSKY I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Mon. -Sat. 9am -2am, 'Sun. 9am -1am

Walkers sign in at the MS Walk on Saturday held on the UCF campus. Participants raised between $30,000 and $40,000 in funds for the ·
National Multiple Sclerosis Society. Multiple sclerosis is a disease that affects the central nervous system. ·

Tiffany Toth, sophomore
finance majo.r and historian of
Honors Congress.
Approximately 400,000
Americans have been diag-

nosed with multiple sclerosis.
"I didn't know much about
MS before I was diagnosed
with it, and a college campus is
a great place to get the word

out,'' Williams said.
Although Williams will
graduate this year, she said she
knows the project will remain
in goo~ hands.

«®ZiDffi~fJat2@~@
5009 S. Orange Blossom Tr.
1112 Miles South of 1-4

Take advantage

of your opportunities
UCF Graduate Studies offers a variety of options to help
finance your education.

••

The priority deadline for fellowship consideration is
fast approaching, so please apply now!
For more information please visit our website:

..

fuesday 10/17
Aleohol 101

<e>

Apollo CoJMWKUt1ity Cet1ter 1 - 8ptt1

·Wedt1esday 10/18
0.arKes at1d Prizes @ Studet1t Ut1iOt1 11 - 2prK

fhursday 10/19
Party Stt1art <e> Couttselit1g Juildit1g CR.ear Poor) 2 - S:OOpWK (free Party Paek)

Saturday 10/21
UCF Football "&ood Sports» failgatit1g <e> Citrus Jowl 11 - 4prK
\J...
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Stop paying high retail prices for ink!

100°/o Guaranteed

,.

You and Your Wallet will love us!

•

INK SPO T
More INK for LE

l

InkJet Refills
I.•

$

.:.; r•

invent

bRXJiel

l>el.L canon

EPSON"

LEXM+\RK ,-------·--·--·--·--·--·---,

$3.000FF

ATTENTION PRINTER USERS:
Don't Throw Your Empty
Cartridges Away -

.

as low as

with purchase over $10.00

REFILL!

Ofhr Exp 11130/06

407-679-2330. '-·--·---·--·--·---·--·--·--·
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10069 Universit Blvd. (Corner of Dean & Universit - NEXT TO PUBLIX

COURTESY JEFF WIGHT

Top: The Checkers Team poses in front of the eating contest table at the Checkers Burger Bowl on Friday. Bottom: The crowd cheers for the 10
contestants of UCF's burger bowl. Each contestant had five minutes to eat as many hamburgers as possible.

UCF No. 2 behind UF with
FSU, USF still to compete
FROM
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cert with Checkers to "develop
a
promotional
strategy to capitalize on the
college student demographic
in Florida." Wight said
Thus, the seeds for the
Checkers Burger Bowl were
planted, and the hamburger
eating contest will be held at
each of the four major public
Florida universities: UCF, UF,
USFandFSU.
UCF's event was the second
in the series, following UF's.
USF and FSU's respective
events remain.
Coined The Ultimate
Cross-town Challenge, the
Bowl allows 10 contest~ts to
compete at each venue. They
have five minutes to eat as
many hamburgers as possible.
The bowl crowns an individual winner and a runner-up
at each contest. At the end of
the series of contests, the
school with the most burgers
eaten by all of the contestants
combined wins the title of
Checkers Burger Bowl Champion.
Amid the sea of black and.

COURTESY JEFFWIGIU

Sean Dixon from UCF's Baptist Collegiate Ministries won UCF's Checkers Burger Bowl Friday.

gold, Sean Dixon from UCF's
Baptist Collegiate Ministries
won the individual contest, eating five burgers in five minutes,
and leading UCF to an overall
total of 33 burgers, falling short
ofUF's 38. Dixon received $250
for winning the eating contest.
Approximately 1,000 visitors passed through the location from 4 to 7 p.m., and over
20_0 onlookers stayed for the

actual contest.
"It has been a challenging
event because we have to put
on four events during our very
busy final semester in the
DeVos · program," Wight said.
"But we have enjoyed working
with Checkers and they have
been great about giving us a lot
of freedom to come up with
this event and make it success-

flll."

President's advisers selected
ber of SBPAC could open new
doors into higher positions
more about how everything · within student government.
works before you decide to get
''While they are on SBPAC I
really involved in student. gov- hope they see and experience
ernment," Westfall said. "This something that interests them
way you're in the committee so that they may later pursue
and helping out, but you don't that goal," she said.
have quite as many responsibilWestfall said this year's
ities."
SBPAC is a very high-caliber
New SBPAC member Brad group of people that were realJaffe said he appreciated being ly involved in their high
a part of his high school student schools.
body and wanted to continue
his involvement here at UCF.
"I really liked being involved
with the student body [in high
schqol] and being a voice," Jaffe
said. "I'll enjoy bettering the
school and taking part in all the
activities and planning."
After acceptance, each student is partnered with an SGA
executive cabinet member in a
mentorship program designed
to build a greater understanding of student government
functions.
"I want them .to be integrated into our office," Carnley
said "These people are freshmen, so they have a lot of questions <\Ild concerns."
Carnley said b~ing a memFROM

Al

"I'm happy to have made
the team and surprised at how
many · freshman students
applied," she said
"It wasn't just, 'write your
name down if you're interest- ·
ed,' you actually had to do
quite a bit of work [for the
application process], she said
"It comes with·more honor too
when you find out how lucky
you are to be in it, because so
many people didn't make it."

•
•
•
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Secured and Gated Community
Health Club Style 24-hour Fitness Center
Picnic and Recreational Area
Computer Room with Broadband
Internet Access
• Solariums in Selected Units
• Secluded Terraces
• Business Center with Conference Room
• Private Garages are Available
• Car Wash Area
• Club House, Swimming Pool and Sun Deck
Represented Exclusively by

8100 Claire Ann Drive·Orlando, Florida· (407) 381-0500· villavalenciacondos.com
OralReptesentationcannotberel~ uponasconed!ystalingtllerepresenlallooolthedEW!oper.Foroooectreprasenta!lon,mekereferencetolhedocuTientsrequiredbysedlon71B.503.Florida
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PITTSBURGH 52 I UCF 7
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ON .CHURCH STREET
.Knights.tum the ball over 4 times in
first half, allow 28 points in first
CHRIS HOYLER
Sports Editor

For a football program whose
rich history incluQ.es plenty of
i;iationally televised blowouts,
UCF did their best to set a new
standard Friday night i.n front of
35,858 at the Citrus Bowl, falling
52-7 to Pittsburgh to cap their outof-conference schedule.
"I don't know what to say
except I don't know any phase that
we even played average in," said
UCF coach George O'Leary, who ·
took two questions at his postgame press conference before
walking out. "You can't turn it
over, shorten fields and give up
points and touchdown passes."
The Knights did plenty of that,
turning the ball over on their first
two possessions and four times in
the first half.
They also shortened the field
for the Panthers, who, on averaged, started their drives at their
own 45-yard line. It didn't even
take an offensive drive for Pittsburgh to take command of the
game, however, as Lowell Robinson took the opening kickoff 97
yards for a touchdown.
From there, quarterback Tyler
Palko took over, and when the first
quarter ended. Pitt had already
put up more points (28)
than all but

,,

,--~~

,
!

~

one UCF opponent this season
(Florida).
"I did not see a lack of effort,
but I did see a lack of urgency or
intensity;" O'Leary said. "We were
· flat. We moved the ball and gave
up the big touchdown on the kick- ·
off. We were moving the ball
offensively and then turned it
· over. We never recovered from
that."
Senior wide receiver Mike
Walker said the team shot themselves in the foot.
"Nobody can win with the
turnovers that we had in the first
half," Walker said. "I do not think
we played bad, but it is the costly
mistakes early
in the game that are
killing us.,,
Quarterback Steven Moffett was under center for the
two back-breaking mistakes in the early part
of the first quarter.
The Knights were
at the Pitt 40-yard
line facing a
third-and-8 when
Moffett
was
sacked by Clint
Session,
who

k
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SMITH ON A10

quarterback
Steven Moffett
fumbles after
~~if;,.!!!! being sacked in the 1
first quarter. The
Panthers recovered
the fumble and
went on to score. '
That score was by
LaRod StephensHowling, below, _ .
who is
congratulated by :
teammates after
the first of his two •
touchdowns.
:;:
4
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Smith calls blowout the~:,
"worst loss of my life"

' -t

BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

"Titls is the worst loss of my life, period."
UCF rum'ling back Kevin Smith
sharply expressed the overall feeling
for a lot of Golden Knights after their
blowout loss,to Pittsburgh.
And it was so appropriate that
all this went down on Friday
the 13th because the 52-7 debacle resembled a cheap slasher
flick: bloody, gory and after a
short while, brutally predictable.
With UCF's football program
supposedly on the track to
success, not many thought
they would see a repeat
of the team's disaster in
Gainesville on Sept. 9.
And really, this was not
a repeat; this was worse.
The 45-point loss is the
program's new record for
most lopsided loss in Division I-A

DOWN AND·OUT
UCF quarterback Steven Moffett attempts to recover
after being sacked by Pittsburgh linebacker H.B.
Blades in the third quarter Friday night. Moffett was
able to make it to the sidelines but did not return.
BEN EDELSTEIN I CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE

Position:
Kick returner
Key Play:
59-yard kick return l
was one offew bright spots for UCF r
Regroup and redemption have to be~
the words the week for the Knights. But, ~
before everyone gets ready for the Rice
Owls on Saturday, take one last look a,.t.
this "contest." It may be therapeutic.
"'

~~,
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UCF lost because ...

They just did not do anything well in1
any phase of the game. Just ask coach'
George O'Leary.
"I don't know what to say except I :
don't know anything in the game that we
even played average in." he said.
,'
"I didn't see a lack of effort; I saw a~
lack of urgency, intensity. It's disappoint<
ing; we just were flat. We never recovered
from the turnovers and the early scores"
The Knights were able to move the'
ball early on, at least nearing midfield·in
four of their first five drives. But three of
those drives ended in turnovers.
·
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Friday was a reality check;
. not for players, but for fans
Expectations out of whack, so
maybe_this loss will change things

f,

l fi \

I

· CHRIS HOYLER
Sports Editor

••

If I were one of the classless
:qiorons tossing objects and
'1
thundersticks on the field Fri,,,
day night, I'd probably say
something stupid about UCF's
52-7 loss, such as "it wasn't real~'11. ly a blackout, unless you're talking about the lights being
turned out on this season.'"
There may be some truth to
w,"" that, but at some point in the
recent past, expectations start. ed to outpace reality, so consid~' er this a time to take a step back
.i..
and look at UCF football objectively.

;~

~

..

'"~

Before last season, this
school had played exactly zero
important games on the national college football radar.
That changed when they
hosted the Conference USA
Championship Game and
played in the Sheraton Hawai'i
Bowl (one could argue their
season opener at South Carolina was important, since it was
the kickoff to the entire Division
I-A football season), but even
the path to the C-USA Eastern
Division Championship was
met with a collective shrug
from everyone outside Orlando.
That's because C-USA is a

terrible conference, at this point
standing above only the Sun
Belt Conference in Division I-A
Houston, supposedly the class
of the C-USA Western Division,
just lost at home to LouisianaLafayette. UAB, in trrst in the
East, fell to Southeastern Conference doormat Mississippi
State at home.
There are two impressive
non-conference wins for all 12
teams; Tulsa's 24-23 overtime
win over Navy and Southern
Miss' 37-17 win over North Carolina State.
Other than that, there are
embarrassments
(Pitt-UCF,
ULI~-Houston) and reality
checks
(Brigham
Young
destroying Tulsa 49-24 and New
Mexico topping UTEP 26-13)
· scattered throughout C-USA's
collective schedule.
Still, it becan:ie cool to expect
the Knights to post double-digit
· wins this season, nothing less.
Even I was guilty of this, predicting a 10-2 season if all went
well But things didn't go well,
which meant expectations
needed to change. Some people
obviously were ready to do that,
as evidenced by their willingness to come out and support
the team in back-to-back home
games against South Florida
and Southern Miss despite brutal, heartbreaking losses in the
game that preceded it.
But the ones who littered the
end zone with beer and taunted
the Pitt sideline despite UCF
being down six touchdowns
will not change. One eight-win

season erases every bad season
in the past, now it's Conference
USA Championship Game or
bust until we realize our divine
right to move into a Bowl
Championship Series conference sometime around 2009.
No, that's not the way it goes.
Building a program takes time
and while turnovers and luck
will help accelerate that
process, like we saw last season,
the ultimate goal for every team
in today's parity-filled college
game should be a trip to the
BCS. UCF is still far away from
that, and until George O'Leary
has a team full of his · own
recruits, expectations should be
tempered as such.
I don't want this to sound as
if I'm asking everyone to come
·out to watch these games
expecting UCF to lose; that's the
furthest thing from the truth.
UCF defensive end Chris Welsh
said in his post-game interview
tilllt the fans, like the players,
can't dwell on the loss, bu11that's
easier said than done when a
good portion of this fan base lias
not experienced three straight
difficult home losses. I wouldn't
blame anyone for not coming
out Saturday for the Rice game
if they feel they have better or
more important things to do.
But there's a cUfference
between fans coming out to the
game expecting to see a win and
embarrassing the university
becatise they can't handle one
·bad·performance. Until every
Knights fan realizes this, we'll ·
still be looked at as the minor
leagues to the rest of the nation,
no matter whom we bring in to
christen our on-campus stadium or how many appearances
we make on national television.

.· UCF "laid an egg" against Pitt
FROM AS
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yard touchdown return, and all
of a sudden, a relatively rauQuarterbacks Steven Mof- cous crowd had all of its life
fett and Kyle Israel were both sucked out. The Knights never
unimpressive, but for the frrst recovered
"When you think you are
time this season, Israel got to
take the majority of the snaps. dying, you're already dead,"
Early in the third quarter, Mof- . Smith said. "We jµst didn't
fett was literally driven out of recover; nobody recovered. We
the game after Pitt linebacker went out there and laid an egg."
H.B. Blades drove him to the
ground for a sack which How could it get any worse?
The game was pretty rough,
bounced Moffett's head off the
put the action in the stands was
15-yard line.
On the sideline, with Moffett · also hard to watch. UCF is
sporting some bloodshot eyes always happy to draw a crowd
and still woozy from the hit, of near 36,000. But halfway
offensive lineman L.J. Ander- through the second quarter, the
son did his best to reassure his Knights trailed 31-0· and some
in that student section began to
quarterback.
"I did tell him that no matter get restless.
The Knights were preseason
what the fans say, what the
coaches say, you're still my favorites to win their conferquarterback," Anderson .said. ence and they have vastly
"That's one thing I wanted to underachieved so far this sea· get across to him because I did- son. But the fans' expectations
n't want him to get down on have to be tempered ·
This program is only two
himself and feel that he let the
team down. We lost this game seasons removed from a winless campaign and if you
together:•
haven't noticed, this isn't exactly Tallahassee in terms ofhistoPittsburgh won because. , .
Their offensive arsenal cut ry and tradition. I don't want to
right through the Knights' act all high and mighty and
defense. Qµarterback Tyler make it seem like I am lecturing
Palko threw for a two touch- fans on how they should
downs and led ·an offense that behave. Just remember this: to
continually delivered debilitat- everyone here, it's UCF; to
ing body blows to UCF. The everyone else that matters, it is
Panthers converted 10 of 12 still Central Florida. Until that
third-down plays, keeping an changes, try to keep the
exhausted defense on the field refreshments off the tmf.
just when they thought they
What does it all mean?
had completed their job.
This game doesn't mean all
Before the game O'Leary
said that he was concerned that much for the Knights,
with how his defense would other than a big hit to their egos
stop shifty Pitt running. back and a black eye in the court of
LaRod Stephens-Howling. That public opinion. It was the secwas a pretty good call as ·ond piece of evidence this seaStephens-Howling ran for 135 son that showed that the
yards and three touchdowns on Knights just can't compete with
just 19 carries. And for once, bigger college talent this year.
you couldn't lay the blame at All in all, this game was just
the Knights' lack of tackling as wretched for UCF. Offense,
their defensive downfall On his defense, special teams, crowd ...
first two touchdown runs, no one is safe from criticism.
The only saving grace from
Stephens-Howling showed that
all
the horror was the fact that
you can't tackle what you can't
this was not an all-important
touch.
conference game. This loss
does affect UCF's realistic
Turning point ...
The game turned when it chances for a bowl game, as the
actually started UCF won the Knights will need to win four of
coin toss and lost everything their fmal seven games just to
else. l'Jearly all of the student be bowl eligible. But, a confersection complied with the ence title is still the priority for
"Blackout the Bowl" promo- the Knights. With everything
tion. Night had fallen, ESPN that they have been through
cameras were on and a big this season that is still a very
crowd was ready to see what attainable goal. The Knights, at
the Knights could do against a 1-1 in Conference USA, sit just a
solid Big East team. They found half a game behind conference
leaders UAB and Southern
their answer in 18 seconds.
Junior Lowell Rol;>inson Miss.
As Friday's game began to
took tlp.e opening kickoff down
the , Pittsburgh sideline, ran get more and more out ofhand,
tli$:>ugh a few hol for a 97- a group of stuyents tied a few

inflatable.noise makers together to spell out "S.O.S." The situation is not that dire, but a
repeat performance against
Rice will lead some fans to
jump off for good
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Smith gets lone score for UCF
FROM

A8

Blades drove Moffett into the
ground for a sack, sending the
senior to the sidelines for the
night. He was attended to by
trainers and sat on the bench
with his head down for most of
the second half, but he was alert
and talking with the media after
the game.
Israel did not fare much better, though he did lead the
Knights on their lone scoring
drive of the evening in the third
quarter. Sophomore running
back Kevin Smith finished the
20-play, 76-yard drive with a 1yard touchdown run. The drive,
which lasted 10:03, was the
longest UCF scoring drive of
the season.
It was no consolation for
Smith, who said the loss was the
worst he had ever experienced
And while the Knights offense
handed the Panthers good field

r

: jarred the ball loose. Rashard
1 Duncan recovered for Pitt, and
: seven plays later the Panthers
: were. up 14-0 on a 23-yard
: touchdown run by LaRod
: Stephens-Howling.
:
Running back Curtis Fran' cis returned Conor Lee's ensu: ing kickoff 59 yards, setting the
i Knights up at the Pitt 38. Willie
: Thornton and. Kevin Smith
: picked up rushing first downs
: to put Moffett and the Knights
: at the 9-yard line facing a second-and-8. As Moffett dropped
back to pass, comerback Tommie Campbell read the senior's
~ eyes and broke toward the
~intended receiver, Javid James.
'Moffett's throw was off target
~and intercepted by Campbell,
·who returned the ball 61 yards
~to the UCF 37-yard line.
:'
This time, it took just two
;~plays for the Panthers to cap
:~off a drive, with Stephens!.:Howling scoring on the
~:ground from 26 yards out to
put Pitt up 21-0.
"It really got to be ridiculous out there the way we were
just giving them points," Moffett said
Moffett was replaced by
junior Kyle Israel during the
second quarter,. and his return
in the third quarter was cut
short when Pitt linebacker H.B.

...

position over and over, the UCF
defense was not there to help,
allowing 467 yards and 26 first
downs. The Panthers did not
have to punt after going 10-for12 on third downs.
"I won't be getting any sleep
tonight, that's for sure,'' linebacker Randy Dozier said
O'Leary will have to wake up
his team quickly with the Conference USA schedule kicking
into high gear Saturday when
the Knights host Rice. With Friday's loss, UCF fell to 2-4 {1-1 CUSA) on the season, while Pittsburgh gained bowl eligibility by
picking up their sixth win. At 61 overall and 2-0 in the Big East,
the Panthers are off to their best
start since 1982, when they started 7-0 with Dan Marino at quarterback. Pitt will face No. 24
Rutgers (6-0, 1-0) next week at
home.
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Pittsburgh wide receiver Oderick Turner catches a touchdown in Friday'sgame against UCF.
Turner had three receptions for 69 yards and the touchdown.

Position:
Quarterback

Position:
Running back

Against UCF:
Finished 11-for-15
passing with 172
yards and 2TDs

Against UCF:
Ran for 2TDs and
racked up 135 yards
on 19 carries
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UCF vs. RICE
Saturday October 21, 2006 • 4:00PM

FAMILY WEEKEND
For tickets call 407-823-1000

Fight mars Hurricane victory
. MIAMI - South Florida's
newest rivalry has already
overheated
Miami beat Florida International 35-0 Saturday night in a
game marred by a wild brawl
in the third quarter that had
fists flying, helmets swinging
"and even crutches being used
as weapons.
In all, 13 players were ejected, eight from FIU, five from
Miami, and each will likely face
a minimum of one-game suspensions.
"It was something that neither of us wanted," Miami
coach Larry Coker said
Kyle Wright had three
touchdown passes for the Hurricanes (4-2),' while Lance
_ Leggett had two touchdown
catches, one from Wright, the
other from Kirby Freeman.
It was the first meeting
between the programs, whose
campuses are nine miles apart
and have rosters almost entirely filled with players from
Miami-Dade and Broward
coiinties, the two largest in
South Florida Tensions were
high throughout the night, with
several occurrences of heated
words being exchanged after
plays ended
But those verbal jousts were
nothing compared with what
happened with 9:00 remaining
in the third
. "It was a great game,'' FIU
. " quarterback Josh Padrick said,
.."until nine minutes left in the
'third quarter."
•
James Bryant caught a 5:"yard touchdown pass from ·
:._ Wright, then drew a 15-yard
flag for unsportsmanlike con: duct. After making the catch,
: he appeared to point at the FIU
~ (0-7) bench, then took a the. atrical bow toward the stands.
Moments later, Jon Peattie
kicked the extra point for a 140 lead and the melee began;
r replays showed an FIU player
i crashing into Miami holder
i Matt Perrelli as the first of
i many blows. Pushing quickly
i turned into punches, both side~ lines emptied and several
1 fights broke out.
"I have no idea how it happened," FIU coach Don Strock
L said. .
.
The brawl lasted about five
minutes, and it took officials
severe¥ more minutes to sort
out the penalties. More than ·
two dozen uniformed police
~

-f
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Florida International defensive back Chris Smith punches Miami backup quarterback Matt
Perrelli during the Hurricanes' 35-0 win Saturday night at the Orange Bowl.

officers came onto the field,
trying to end the fights, and at
least one incident of fan-fighting broke qut in the Orange
Bowl stands.
"Shocked, anger, both, all
the emotions,'' Coker said
when asked about watching
the melee. "College football
doesn't need it, FIU doesn't
need it and certainly we don't
need it. It's just not the way we
wanted this game to unfold."
Police officers, including
some wearing helmets, surrounded the field for the
remainder of the game.
Florida
International's
ejected . players were wide
receiver Chandler Williams,
defensive backs Lionell Singleton, Chris Smith and Marshall
McDuffie Jr., fullback John
Ellis, linebacker Mannie
Wellington, tight end Samuel
Smith and defensive end Jarvis
Penerton.
''Whatever penalty is handed down, especially from us,
we're going to make it the most
severe," Strock said 'We don't
condone that. It's embarrassing."
The ejected Miami players
were offensive linemen Derrick Morse and Chris Barney,
running back Charlie Jones,
and
cornerbacks
Carlos
Armour and Bruce Johnson.
"It's something they started,'' Wright said '~dour guys
finished it. They're goh).g home
with a 35-0 loss and they're 07."
' Police did not immediately
almounce if any fans were

arrested. A holding area was
set up at the Orange Bowl to
detain anyone ejected and
Miami police had between 80
and 100 officers at the game,
officials said
Shortly after the game, new
FIU athletic director Pete Garcia, who left his associate athletic director post at Miami
this past week to join the Golden Panthers, issued an apology
on behalf of the university and
its president, Mitch Maidique.
Garcia said he'll evaluate
what happened before deciding whether to continue the
rivalry.
"They
were . gracious
enough to grant us this game,"
Garcia said, "and this is how
we repay them."
Wright was 14-of-22 for 117
yards for Miami. Leggett
(seven catches) and Sam
Shields (five) · each had 77
receiving yards for the Hurricanes.
Chris Zellner also had a
touchdown catch for Miami,
and Derro1.1 Thomas' 11-yard
touchdown . run late in the
fourth quarter capped the
scoring. Miami's defense hel_d
FIU to 114 yards in recording its
first shutout since Sept. 18,
2004.
Julian Reams had 21 carries
for 45 yards to lead FIU.
Padrick completed 12 of 25
passes for 86 yards for the
Golden Panthers, who are
scheduled to play Miami again
Oct. 6, 2007.
{,
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Serve the community by teaching in middle and high school classrooms.
Receive a master's degree from UT in 13 months.
Earn teacher salary and benefits.
Become eligible for tuition reimbursement and student loan forgiveness.
Scholarships available for the 2007 cohort class.
Start in Summer 2007.
For admission requirements, please visit our web site: grad.utedu

Info
Session

teach&serve
Be a Part of the Solution I

Saturday, ~October 21
Noon - 1:30 p.m.
Plant Hall, Fletcher Lounge
·. ~

Reserve your seat
Phone: (813) 258-7409
E-mail: utgrad@utedu
Register online: grad.ut.edu
The University of Tampa
Graduate Studies .
401 W. Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33606-1490
Phone: 813-258-7 409
E-mail: utgrad@ut.edu

·~

TAMPA
SYMBOL OF EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE
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FCAT a futile test
of college skills
,..., he Florida Comprehensive
Assessment Test isn't
preparing students for
college or accurately gauging
their performance in the academic world beyond high
school
At least that's what the South
Florida Sun-Sentinel reported
Sunday.
According to a recent study
by the Alliance for Excellent
Education, Florida spends $71
million a year on remedial classes for students entering the
state's community colleges. The
Alliance is a nonprofit research
group based in Washington, D.C.
These remedial classes aren't
for students looking to get their
high school diplomas on time.
They're for high school grads
looking to get their feet in the
community-college ·door.
When these would-be college
students fail a placement test,
they're forced back to no-credit
classes that teach material they
should have learned in high
school
These students passed the
FCAT; they received their high
school's seal of approval But
they lack the basic reading, math
and English skills to even
attempt the curriculum in a college class. So community colleges send them back to learn
high-school material
Because many students don't

,".J..

•

..

make it out of the remedial class- the 10th-grade FCAT.
es and into a college of any kind,
A level 2 score on the FCAT's
five-level scale will get a student
these future Floridian workers
lose an estimated $123 million in
a passing grade in high school
wages because they lack the
But students need to score at
education to secure higher-payleast a level 4 in reading and a
ing jobs, the Alliance reports.
level 5 in math to pass communiAnd despite the best efforts of ty colleges' Common Placement
high schools nationwide, enrollTest, according to a Florida
ment in these remedial classes
Department of Education study.
has remained stagnant across the
But fewer than 10 percent of
country for the past five years.
high school students score that
Enrollment hasn't dropped
high on the 10th-grade test.
because schools are demanding
The silver lining in this dark
more out of stuclents. It hasn't
cloud is that most students who
dropped because students are
don't earn the grades they need
realizing the importance of a col- in 10th grade catch up in llth and
lege education. In fact, it hasn't
12th grades.
dropped at all.
But that doesn't change the -·
The FCAT was supposed to
fact that the FCAT does little to
be the savior of the Florida pubpredict how students will fare
lic school system. This miracle
after they get that diploma. And
test was meant to make sure that if teachers teach their students
every student who received a
with only the FCAT in mind and
just want them to pass it, we are
high school diploma could read
at grade level, could finish an
sure to see more and more stualgebra equation and knew the
dents fail at meeting the basic
basic grammar rules.
college-entrap.ce requirements.
But the FCAT has proven
There's something terribly
wrong with the student-grading
i.ustead to be a futile assessment
of students' abilities. Its scores
system in Florida And there's no
don't predict in any way, shape
excuse for allowing so many stuor form how they will do in coldents to pass through the cracks.
IfFlorida tnily wants to better
lege.
According to the Sun-Sentinel, educate its youth and prepare
80 percent of students entering
t:hem for life after high school, it
Miami-Dade and Broward counshould revamp the flawed FCAT
ties' community colleges needed and teach students.
to take at least one remedial
Teach them the skills they
class. And these students passed
need to excel in college.
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Crist's se
·ty
shouldri't matter
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ednesday was National
Coming Out Day, a day
for gays across the
nation to openly acknowledge
their sexual orieptation.
Charlie Crist did not come out
of the closet Wednesday, but a
political opponent publicly
"outed" the Republican Florida
gubernatorial candidate.
Max Linn, the third-party candidate for governor, told Crist to
"come out, come out wherever
you are" during an interview last
week.
Llnn said that it was common
knowledge in Tallahassee that
Crist is gay.
The Crist campaign hasn't
publicly acknowledged the comments, but this is not the first time ·
Crist's sexual orientation has
come under the Spotlight
Crist was forced to rebuke
accusations of homosexuality on a
radio show in August.
Why is it that every time a
public figure makes it to age 30
without getting married, his sexual orientation comes into question? And does it even matter?
Yes ... unfortunately it does.
One day, when gays aren't
treated as second-class citizens, a
public official's sexual orientation
won't matter. But until that time, it
does matter.
The sad fact is that we don't
live in a perfect world Gays are
constantly legislated against, espe. cially in more conservative states
• like Florida
·
Deep-seated fear and bigotry

keeps gays and lesbians from getting marrie.d, adopting children
and sharing the same civil rights
that others take for granted
The governor of a state influences legislation and formulates
public policy. In Florida, gays are
treated as secondary citizens and
are not allowed to partake in the
everyday activities that heterosexuals enjoy.
.
But a gay governor might be
able to change that
It's not inconceivable that
someone such as Crist, who
wants to earn more recognition
on the nation's political scope,
would keep his sexual orientation
a secret - especially when his
party happens to be partially composed of socially conservative
voters.
And it's important to note that
both Crist and the Democratic
gubernatorial candidate, fun
Davis, have the same platform
when it comes to gay rights.
Both oppose gay marriage and
adoption rights for gays. Crist says
that he would allow civil unions
however.
There's no doubt that Llnn
outing Crist was a politically
motivated attack. But the consequences of such an attack won't
be known until the final ballots
are cast in November.
As of press time, no major
news sources had reported on the
public outing. But several gay
publications had posted articles
about Crist's sexuality and Llnn's
outing on their Web sites.

This could signal that mainstream media outlets don't think
this should~ an issue. The lack
of reporting on the outing shows
how little Llnn and his views are
taken seriously. It also shows how
badly Llnn wants attention and
how the media are completely
unwilling to give it.
On one hand, this may force
socially conservatives to stay
home Election Day or possibly
vote for Davis.
With both candidates on
essentially the same page when it
comes to gay rights, conservatives
may decide to vote for a Democrat who may be more likely to
actuallyenforcehisplatformon
gay rights.
During the Republican primaries, far-right candidate Tom Gallagher assailed Crist for being too .
soft on gays. But moderate Republicans won out and nominated
Crist.
On the other han~ swing voters and the gay voting block, if
properly organized and motivated, could wind up voting for Crist
Those who believe that gays
deserve the same rights as
straight people may see Crist as
the dark horse candidate who
could make their dreams a reality.
The bottom line is if Crist is
gay, he may in fact make a better
candidate for governor when it
comes to gay rights.
But Crist probably won't comment on this issue, at least not
until the election is over, and
that's·sad

N~w N~o-trator

NATE BEELER /THE WASHINGTON EXAMINER

North Korean conflict
makes U.S. look weak
plished, we :n:µght see some
The current conflict with
results. But we're deathly afraid
North Korea is troubling me, but
of them too.
·
not because of the recent suspiI know that many of you will
cions of nuclear tests.
disagree with me, put I think
Yes, the thought of Kim Jongthere are severe limitations to
11 with a nuclear weapon is more
the·effectiveness of diplomacy.
than a little scary, but what really
Without an international
troubles me is how the U.S. has
court that has any real power,
dealt with the situation.
leaders in undemocratic counIt seems that, since we invadTROY HILLIER
tries don't have much of an
ed Iraq, we have been constrictEditor in Chief
incentive to follow agreements.
ed by the public opinion of the
I know it is an old and tired
rest of the world. We have
become so afraid of what countries like
example, but look at the Treaty of VerRussia and France think that we are unwillsailles.
ing to do what we think is in our best interHitler broke the agreements limiting
Germany's military, but did the world repriest.
Our legislators seem to be under the
mand him?
No, and then they handed over the Sudebelief that Europeans have somehow
become part of their constituency and that
tenland to make sure there were no hurt
feelings.
we must seek to please them with our
An example closer to home is America's
diplomatic actions.
seemingly loose interpretation of the secNow I don't think we should live up to
tions of the Geneva Conventions relating to
the image that we are the arrogant jerks of
torture. The fact is, agreements and handthe world, but even in this increasingly
shakes never get in the way of leaders doing
interdependent world, we need to rememwhat they want.
.
ber that we are our own country, and our
self-interest should come before anything
The unfortunate outcome of being a .
else.
·
superpower is that global crises always put
you in a damned-if-you-do, damned-if-youThe idea that the U.S. should be subjectdon't situation.
ed to the wishes and whims of a country
When we didn't act quickly enough in
like North Korea is ridiculous.
And don't think that the rest of the world Rwanda, there was a huge and justifiable
backlash; though I should point out that the
hasn't realized how impotent we have
U.N. didn't do any better.
appeared in dealing with this issue.
However, when we do act, like in
, ·I'm certainly not saying that we should
Mogadishu or Bosnia, we invariably get
invade North Korea, nor am I one of those
geniuses that say we should "just nuke 'em," complaints about our actions.
There is simply no way to please the
but we are setting a bad precedent if we
world, and we need to understand that
allow ourselves to be bossed around.
some people and some countries are going
Not only are we unwilling to put more
pressure on North Korea, but we are unwill- to hate us no matter what.
This is by no nieans an excuse for the
ing to put pressure on the countries on
U.S to act irresponsibly, but we need to start
which North Korea depends.
doing what is best for us first and then
If we started putting some pressure on
think about making friends.
China to actually get something accom.
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CAMPUS

'How do you get to campus?'

MATT LOWE

JOSH BROWN

REGINA GONZALEZ

Business

Computer engineering

Theater

"I live on campus."

"Itake the shuttle."

"Iride my bike, but sometimes I'll
come with friends."

11ie CenJml Florida future is tlte independen~ srudcnl-written newspaper :n ihe Univetsity of Cemral f1orida. Opinions in ihe Future are those of ihe indMdual columnist and not necessarily ihose
of ihe cdiwrial stiffor ihe Un~ Administration. All oon1e111 is property of ihc Ce11/ra/ Rorlda Future and may not be replin""1 in pact or in "1lole Withom pennlssion from ihe publlshet
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RAFAEL BURGOS

RACHEL NELSON

JAVIER MONSERRATE

Accounting

Radio-television

Biology

"Sometimes Ipark across the street
and walk."

"I take the shuttle bus from Pegasus
Landing."
,.

"I drive to campus."
-COMPILED BY AMANDA MOORE
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SUBMISSION DEADLINES

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

PAYMENT METHODS

Online:
9 a.m. day before publication

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

Phone, fax, in person:

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

Monday - Friday
9am.-5p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

Midland Information Systems needs to hire 3
HIGHLY MOTIVATED inside sales representatives
to sell software.
No experience necessary, but must have
EXCELLENT PHONE and COMPUTER SKILLS.
Technical background aplus. Base Salary+
Commission w/ unlimitedearning potential+
401 k, Health, Life and Dental Insurance.

Please send your resume via:
Email: robert@midlandinfosys.com
or Fax (407) 571-1115

~
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uild Experience!

1

Call and Set-Up an Immediate Interview!
Bring a Friend and ask us how you can receive.

y

$100 Referral Bonus!*
• $8 - $15/hr average
J~~
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Weekly Paychecks
Weekly Bonuses
Paid Training
Flexible Schedules AM!PM
Fun Environment
Growth Opportunities
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North Orlando/UCF: (407) 673-9700
3592 Aloma Ave, Suite 6. Winter Park, FL 32792

shenao@dialamerica.com
Apply Online: www .DialAmerica.com/WinterPark

South Orlando: (407)-243-9400
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MONEY FOR COLLEGE
The Army Is currently offering
sizeable bonuses of up to $20,000. In
addition to the cash bonuses, you
may qualify for up to $70,000 for
college through the Montgomery GI
Bill and Army College Fund. Or you
could pay back up to $65,000 of
qualifying student loans through the
Army's Loan Repayment Program. To
find out more, call 407-281-1274.

175

200
225
250
275
300

400

500

600
700
800
900

Full or Part lime Position available at
leading Software Company.
installations, Demonstrations,
Trainings, Support, Quality Assurance.
·
Submit Resume to
JRP@Propertylnsight.biz
The Seminole Chronicle is looking for a
driver to deliver newspapers to the
Winter Spings area at 9:30 AM on
Thursdays. Pay is $35 per route, plus
$10 for mileage. Must have own vehicle.
Please contact Maggie at 407-447-4555
or MaggieJ@KnightNewspapers.com
Accountant tor Property Management
Firm in Lake Mary. Knowledge of AR/AP,
general ledger. Excellent computer skills.
Bilingual a+. Fax.resume to
407-333-4407. Call 407-322-4446.
Tropical Smoothie Cafe is looking for
energetic and outgoing people. Flexible
hours. Apply in person.
433 N. Mills Ave. Inside the YMCA
407-896-4999

$5,842 FREE Cash grants. Never
Repay! FREE grant money for School,
Housing, Business, Real Estate. For
listings 1-800-509-6956 ext. 802

Nanny/Personal Assistant for schoolaged child. PT/FT, flex schedule.
Must have reliable car. Live-out only,
Winter Park area. Exp only, $1 O/hr.
Must give 1 yr commitment.
Contact 407-925-5218.

Help wanted for part time
position at animal hospital.

•Part-time
•Flexible Hours

Duties to include: cleaning,
assisting doctor, bathing, some
filing, and reception work.

GREAT
OPPORTUNITY

FOR
STUDENTS!

::;::,

1'!

A &i,.

METROFONE ·

Positions available
Applications can be picked up in the Student Government Office
Applications are due by Wednesday
October 18th by Spm .

The Deputy Comptroller is the chief assistant
to the Comptroller all matters involving the
legislative accounts. The Deputy Comptroller·
will assist the Comptroller in reports,
assignments and management of the
finances of Student Government. The Deputy
comptroller will specifically track spending
trends of legislative accounts and
advise the Student Senate accordingly.
We encourage all students to come and
participate in SGA and this is
a great way to do so.

SGA.UCF.Edu

First issue:
Each addl issue:

RateA
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$18

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
·Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday

(~
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~.,America

._.,.MORTGAGE

~ANKE!'IS

If you are asales closer of any kind, are looking for aplace to make six figures, are ready to waik your
talk, do what ntakes in a profession.al, dynamic sales driven environment where trips ro Vegas,
London and South Beach are the rewards and alife of success, destiny calls!!

As aloan officer with MetAmerica Mortgage Bankers in Orlando. you will have the opportunity to
chanqe the lives of cthm while facinq daily cilallenge~. Mo rnortqaqe experience? Nu µrublem.
Metiimerica offers J weeks of incomparable training, prequalified leads daily, and constilnt support
as you learn the business.
Benefits include Blue Cross/Blue Shield and 401k w;th maximum allowable match.

For immediate consideration, please fax or email your resume to
757-213-9450 or kim@metamerica.us.
Visit our website www.metamerica.us
EOE/MF/H

Levy Restaurants is now seeking energetic team
members to join our family of passionate
restaurateurs at our Downtown Disney® locations!

Valet Parking Attendant M-F, 10-6pm
$8-$9/hr close to I-Drive area.
Clean background.
Call Brian at 407-648-0770.

Customer
Service I Sales

Deputy Comptroller

-

125
150

325
350
375

Rate
For Sale: Automotive B
For Sale: General
A
For Sale: Pets
A
Services
B
Announcements
A
Traver
B
Worship
8
Miscellaneous
8
Wanted
8

PfT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plusl
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net***
e-mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.net

(407) 361-3370 .

vJ

100

Rate
Help Wanted: General
C
Help Wanted: Part-Time C
HelpWanted:Full·Time C
Business Opportuniti~ B
For Rent: Homes
B
For Rent: Apartments
B
Roommates
A
Sublease
A
For Sale: Homes
B

Women ages 21-30 you can help make a
miracle happen! Egg donors needed to
help women who are waiting to become
moms. 6-week process,
$3,000 compensation.
Call our clinic, 407-740-0909

UCF Men's Basketball Team Tryouts
Friday Oct. 20, 6:30 p.m. UCF Arena.
Must be enrolled as a FT student at UCF
(12 credit hours). Must bring proof of
health insurance. For more information
please call 407-823-5805.

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

CRABHOUSE •

All b:ations are currently interviewing
for the following positions:
SERVERS • HOST/HOSTESS • LINE COOKS
CASHIERS • DISHWASHERS
LUNCH SERVERS (Fulton's Crab House Only)
Apply in person daily, 2pm - 4pm:
Restaurants located in Downtown Disney 1-4, exit 68

A&SF Student at Large
Positions available
Activity and Service Fee Committee
Applications can be picked up in the
Student Government Office

Applications are due by Wednesday
October 18th by Spm
Come and help your Student Government
distribute its 10.5+ million
'
dollar budget for next year's fiscal budget.
We encourage all students to come and
Participate in SGA and this is
a great way to do so.

SGA.UCF.edu
rt,

""

.. \,

l

I
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4 bdrm/2 BA house, small dogs ok,
nicely furnished

•

Full-Time
Inside Sales ReP-resentatives

2 miles from UCF. Bdrm not furnished .
$500/mo. Inc. util. Call 407-359-6661.
4/2 home located within 5 minutes from
UCF off of University Blvd near bus stop.
$525 Utilities and wireless internet
included. Call Fely at 407-678-6306.
1 min. to UCF. Fall out of bed to class.
Furnished House w/ 3 rooms to rent, all
util. & internet incl. $600/mo.
Call Jason 239-633-4216.
Looking for a male or female roommate
to live in our 4/2 house. $375.00 a month
plus utilities. Call Jessica at 412-2660474.

..

New townhouse, avail.immed. $435+ 1/3
util./month, F only, 1o mins from UCFprivate bathroom &walk in closet in rm.call 954-695-3398

•

Bdrm avail In a private 3 bdrm home,
with patio, jacuzzi, pool table.
$550/mo each, all utilities Included.
Female only. High speed Internet,
cable, W/D. 15 mins from UCF.
Cail 561-543-6685
Roommate needed for master room of
2BD/2BA gated condo. High speed
internet and all utilities included. $595/mo
Call Indra 954-822-3921'

.•.

Renting 2 bedrooms to grad. male
students. Quiet 4/2 home, 15 Min. to
UCF. 400.00 each, everything included.
407 758-0097 or 407 275-2282.
1 roommate needed in 3 bdrm/2 BA
house. Front/back patio.
2 miles from UCF. Bdrm not furnished.
$475/mo. + util. Call 407-489,3075.
Room Avail. in 412 in ASHINGTON
PARK. 1 mi from UCF. $400/mo. Big
Backyard, High Speed Cable/WWW.
Very Clean and Relaxed. 954-249-0908

S2 SK base salary plus commissions and bonuses
FulJ Benefits

~

2 4
. 11
-·,.rs-1··~--·

3

,,
Responsibilities include: Lead Generation,
Cold Calling and Appointment Setting

6
3
2

4

1/1 In a 313 for SPRING semester!
Furnished, shuttle to campus.
$540/mo. FEMALES ONLY!
Call (954)444-0010 or email
KellyLK2888@aol.com

~··,v--•v+-...........,..

4
7

PEGASUS POINTE UCF, 4/2, furnished,
all utilities, vacant, $470/month, female,
call 954-290-5894

8

8
6

I
51a 113

1/1 In a 4/4 at Science Drive. 2 min
from UCF!ll Fully furnished, all utll.
incl. UCF Shuttle. $550/mth, Move-In
ASAP. Call (941) 809-0766 nowl

i
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4
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Paid Vacations/Holidays

Marketing, sales and/or telephone experience a plus

...

F needed for 412 In Pegasus
Connection. Furn,Tanning bed, UCF
shuttle. Avail ASAPI 490/mo. all util.
incl. Call Christy (321) 693-9223.

SUDO KU

9

4
5
6 2

Fill iri the grid so
that·every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.
Monday puzzle:
Easy level
· Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard level

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Low-cut shoe

5 Latrine
413 on 1 acre with 400 sq ft workshop,
covered rv & boat storage. 3 miles
from UCF. $409K. Tom 407-657-4311
www.home.earthlink.net/-lkgadr
DREAM HOME, DREAM DEAL
$2500 down, no closing costs. Luxurious
1, 2, and 3 bdr condos. Waterford Lakes
(407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

..t#

scoremedia

JUST $2500 GETS YOU IN!
No closing costs, luxurious 1,2, and 3 bdr
condos, Waterford Lakes, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

407-829-7299 ext. ·107
scoremed ia. net

DREAM HOME, DREAM DEAL
$2500 down, no closing costs. Luxurious
1 , 2, a(ld 3 b.dr condos. Waterford -Lakes
(407) 737-0529
www.thecrestllfe.com
$2500 DOWN, NO CLOSING COSTS
Luxurious 1,2, and 3 bdr condos,
Waterford Lakes, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

UnitedConsumerf.
M
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20 Hrs.tweak household coordinator, flex
hours, light housekeeping. Some child
care involved. Must be athletic. $12/hr
Submit resume to: 813-752-9875.

p/J Driver needed I ues. or Fn.

Now Hiring
Mortgage lntern's:
·Full/Part time
·Flexible Schedules
·Room for advancement
·No Experience Necessary
•$15/base appt.
·Big Commission Potential!

12pm-5pm. Great pay.
Office Assistant needed.
Please call 407-339-2433.
P!T Caregiver 1 YR experience.
11pm-6am. Flex hrs. Experience with
quads. Call 407-207-5103
Babysitter/caregiver UCF area. Needed
Mon-Sat afterschool for 2 children until
?pm or 8:30pm. Experiences and ref.
needed. Contact Sherry 407-616-3302.

rr.Tt1 HELP WANTED:
~Full-Time

Customer Service/Account Rep for
growing specialty coffee distributor in
Maitland. Excellent comm. and computer
skills. Multi-task, detail oriented. Book
keeping helpful, quick learner.
Call 407-786-1118

·Business Majors Preferred
Contact: Aitor@407.869.8485
Email: UCF1284@yahoo.com
WORK ONLINE FROM HOME

Classy Homes/Vacation Homes of all
sizes I Built In 2005-06
Near UCF: Orlando, Oviedo, Winter
• Springs, Maitland, Kissimmee, -&
Davenport. Rent entire home from
$1500 and up or share from $395 and
up, master $595 and up. Share the
most luxurious homes w/ others on a
jo!nt lease. We match you perfectly w/
other professionals & pay referrals.
Call 407-716-0848, 407-334-6658
Nancepropertyinvestments.com

RENTING DAYS ARE OVERI
Own for just $2500 down, no closing
costs.
Luxurious, 1,2,3 bdr condos
(407)737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Survey Takers In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Ciiek on Surveys.

WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWN!
1,2 and 3 bdr condos, just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

31212 In Regency Park - 5 min to UCF.
Includes W/D and all appliances.
Community pool, tennis courts. Pets
OK. $1250 deposit, $1250/month.
Call Carol or Michael 407-234-9710
BRAND NEW HOME FOR RENT
4bed/2bath/2car - Price Negotiable 15min quiet drive from UCF - Quiet
neighborhood
407-963-1998
CLOSE TO UCFlll 3/2 house located 5
min away from UCF. For more info
please call Tara@ (407)967-1947

UCF Area I Oviedo

GRAPHICSll Looking for students w/
graphic exp: in design, etc. Good starting
pay based on exp. Cijill Jim
407-a93-9380. jim@longwo<Jlislands.com

312 beautiful home UCFNalencla area.
Students welcome, Pets OK.
Tile, porch. Available Nov. 1st
$1300/ mth. (407) 230-0858.

HATE PAYING RENT? Own a luxurious
1,2, and 3 bdr condos. just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407)737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

~Homes

$12/hr, flexible schedule, approx 15
hrs/Wk. Computer repair skllls a
must. Email resume and availability
to sales@lcomstrategles.com

BRANO NEW Townhome 1n The
Biltmore gated community. 3/2.5, 2 car
garage, utility room, pool; fitness center,
jogging paths. Close to UCFI $1775/mo.
Call Karen 407-923-2779.

23 people needed immediately.
Earn a part or full-time income.
Apply FREE onion and get started!
·800-807-5176 www.wahusa.com
Enter Ad Code 1844

~FOR RENT:

Computer Store Needs Help

4/2 on Rouse and University, wood and
tile floors, fireplace, 1700 sq. ft, on ski
lake, entertainment welcome, secluded
on 5 acres, $2000/mon.
Call Billy 407-497-4188

Beautiful 3/2 house two blocks from
UCF campus. Cathedral ceilings,
ceiling fans and big 1830 sq. ft.
Refrigerator, range, dishwasher. Quiet,
safe family neighborhood. Nearly new
house ideal for couple or UCF.
$1400/mo. RELAWYER777@aol.com
or 407-366-6979
For rent: 3BD/2BA Home in
Ashington Park close to UCF.
Includes all appliances. No Pets.
$1000 deposit, $1295/month. Please
call (407)298-9075 / (407) 716-0459
ask f r Rick

NO MORE RENT! Own a luxurious
1,2, and 3 bdr condos, just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407)737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
4/2 $750/mo. Water, cable, local phone
included. Across the street from UCF.
Call Matt or Marlon 407-380-6000.

Brand New Home ready to
move,RENT OR BUY. Loaded with
ex1ras. Timber Springs at Avalon Park.
4BD/3.5BA with 3 car garage and central
air conditioning. Near shopping center.
Asking price $2500/mo.
Call 917-686-8805
10 MINUTES FROM UCF
Former student has 4/2 home for sale.
Eat-n kit, split bdrms, fenced, 1car gar.
Motivated to sell. $237,900. Call Joyce
at Century 21 Oviedo. 407-366-5837.

10 Thick piece
14 Copycat
15 Popeye's gal
16 Lima's place
17 __ of Wight
18 Gun holder
19 State boldly
20 Atoll barrier
21 Racketeer
22 Tasty tidbit
23 Vapor
25 Naysaying
president
27 Tops of overalls
30 "Epodes·~ author
33 Dr. Leary's drug
36 Awaken to
39 Role for Ron
Howard
4t "Bolero"
composer
42 Noggin
43 Erroneous
warnings
46 Genetic stuff
47 Ribbed cloth
48 Big __ theoi:y
50 Doomed· ones
53 City in Tibet
57 Wharves
59 Motorcar, for
short
62 "Baseball
Tonight" .stn.
63 Well, _ that
special
64 ''The Beverly
Hillbillies" star
65 Bangkok native
66 Spike, as punch
67 Humiliate
68 Backpacker's
shelter
69 Took a look at
70 Color shades
71 Greek mount
1
2
·
3
4

UCF/WATERFORD LAKES
Don't Miss this beautiful 3 bdrm.
Townhouse. New carpeting & paint. Just
cross the street to dine.shop or theater
@ Waterford Lakes Mall. Close to UCF.
Price Range $239,900-$259,900 or rent
w/option. Call 407-616-4712.Llc. RealtorGenny Laracuente
Serenity at Tuskawilla- 1, 2 & 3 bdrm
Condo homes for sale from the $130's.
Close to UCF. Lg split bdrms, pools,
gym, billiards, etc. 100% financing. Call
407-629-2256 for incentives.
www.serenitycondohomes.com

5
6
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7 Imperial
Russian Ballet
8 Avoid capture
9 Calander abbr.
1O Barbecue meat
11 Bought on
margin
SA3)!•VJ.S I J \ . 1 1 3 N
12 Vicinity
l. !:l V\1•!3IG~!:!Jl·3 J. V I d 0
13 Bacharach or ·
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22 Screwdriver,
e.g.
O .l 3 l •VG Z V VII• !:l SS fl
24 Bad: pref.
-SOH.l3•0VEJ326"
and
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28 Tongue-lash
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29 Tight closure
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31 Detective
Charlie
32 Sicilian sight
DOWN
Last issue solved
Duos
33 Artist's studio .
Bent out of
· 34 Practice boxing 45 NBC classic
55 Bridges
shape?
35 Persistence
49 Presley hit, "In
56 Hill or Loos
Noisy fight
37 Dam-building
the
"
57 Carpet feature
Module
grp.
51 Synagogue
58 How 'bout that!
classroom
38 Alpert or caen
figure
60 Part of LSAT
Banter teasingly 40 Accompanied
52 Lazy lady?
61 Fifths ot a five?
Chorus voice
44 Ages and ages 54 Cigar droppipgs 64 Swallow

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

Custom T-SHIRTS
•Any
Vending Machine. 3 canister head
vending machine for sale. $75.00 NEW
Call Dale 407-716-8998.
Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh
bed group, never used.
407-831-1322

727-734-2421

2001, Jetta Glx sport, blue.

Ba AreaCustom.com

Great mileage and fast. 70k miles.
New tires & brakes. Negotiable at
$11,000. Call Nate at 407-625-1267,
oremall
nmathes@alphagencompanies.com

NEW WINTER PARK CONDO
For Rent
2br/1 bth $900-$1000
3br/2bth $1150-$1200 ·
2 miles from downtown Winter Park
Call for appointment (407)628-4441

KAWASAKI NINJA 250 CC
Only one previous owner. Bought it and
never used it. Only 1900 miles. Perfect
conditions. $2,250 OBO. Call Javier
407-235-4897

BRAND NEW Avalon Park 3/2.5, 1 car
garage, gated community, pool, ceramic
tiling, 42" cabinets, on pond. $1100/mon.
Call 407-249-4969.

2005 Silver Sateen S7. Must sell todayl
Only 350 miles, in great shape. Fully
loaded, custom leather interior, along
with roadside asst. Priced $20,000.

COMPUTER REPAIR
BY EXPERTS
Laptops and Desktops. 2 day
turnaround guaranteed. 'Retail store.
407 332 7476.
cheaptronlcsdepot.com
Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid if needed.
Choose Life! Fla. License #1105-002-000
www.AmericanKidzAdoption.com
727-823-1537 Toll Free 866-525-3057

Ground floor 212. Gated comm., central
air, dishwasher, disposal, refrigerator,
W/D, community pool, lawn care
included. $950/mo. Call 407~227-4116.
Don't Miss this beautiful 3bdrm.
Townhouse. Freshly painted, new
carptetlng & appliances. Near UCF,
just cross the street to dine,theater &
shop. Secure, gated community
w/pool and garage. Only $1295 mo.
Call 407-616-4712
UNIVERSITY/SEMORAN AREA:
2BR/2BA condo near UCF. 1100 sq. ft.·
$900/mo. plus security. No Pets.
Call 407-651'-5451

Photo
•Any Graphic
.Full Color
•Done in 24hrs
.Qty Discounts

1 Shirt for $15

2002 White Mitsubishi Lancer, 55,000mi
Only $6800, includes Altezza tail lights &
Pioneer stereo, car in great condition
Call Aaryn at 407-492-6348

UCF/WATERFORD LAKES!!

~'-...;;..

Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip PiilowTop Mattress sets. Twins, $120, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230, delivery
available. 407-331-1941
Futon w/ 8" mat, BRAND NEW, can
deliver. $200 Call 407-831-1322
Pool Table: fl' professional series
furniture style table, carved legs,
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Ml\st sell
$1250.
I
Set-up available. ~07-831-1~2

l.~tJlh~
D0 Nn Ti'""o... N--1;? .
Egg Donors Needed

Up to $10,000
Compensation!!!
Kind, Healthy, Responsible
Woman ages 19-30
Red/Blonde/Brunette Hair
· Blue/Green/Hazel Eyes
Jewish/Asian/European
Athlete/Tall/Dimples
Musically/Artistically Gifted
High ACT/SAT a Plus!
Call (800) 563-0098

Call STS for the best deals to this year's
top 10 Spring Break destinations!
1-800-648-4849 www.ststravel.com. A
about group discounts!

or
"' www.LovingDonation.com
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University of Central Florida

Services
Permit Regulations:
Apermit is required for all motor
vehicles parked on campus.
Permits MUST be ordered online, .
and can be picked up at the South
Garage or mailed to your home.

A3

Daily permits are available.

Vehicle.assistance offered
by Parking Services:
• Jumpstart your car
·Call atow truck
• Inflate tires
·Give directions

Parking Services Hours:
Mon-Thurs: 7:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Friday: 7:30 a.m. -5 p.m.

Ontine
1!,
egistrationfi
rark·
or
ing Perm t
·~Required ' ~'.~

How to get your parking permit
· Order your parking
permit online at
www.parking.ucf.edu
(complete instructions
· are online)

Pay for your permit
·Avoid the lines. Pay online with Credit Card and
have your permit mailed to you.
·Pay online and opt to pick up your permit.
• Pay with personal check, cash, or Credit Card at
Parking Services Office:

Your permit must be ordered online!
www.parking.ucf.edu
For info call: (407) 823-5812
Safety Escort Patrol Service (S.E.P.S.)
provided by the UCF Police Department
Escorts for students on campus at night.
Call (407) 8~3-2424
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